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Mathematics: Art that would rather be Science
Abstract:
Mathematics is considered a science, yet it stands a little apart
from other sciences as the full title of Newton's Principia
indicates. It is mathematical interventions that confers the label
"science" on any body of knowledge. However mathematics
has many of the characteristics of art. Unlike other sciences,
mathematics is largely driven by aesthetics. Mathematics is
used in diverse disciplines, but that use is by no means the
original reason for the discovery of that piece of mathematics.
The mathematician is not as concerned with the external world
as the physicist, chemist or the biologist is. He or she studies
mathematical structures and conjures up new constructs from
old. The inspiration comes from within and that is a
characteristic of art. To the mathematician these mathematical
structures are beautiful and so his quest is the search for the
beautiful; and art, every one would agree is a quest for the
beautiful, a second almost defining characteristic mathematics
shares with art. So there is a strong case for mathematics to be
regarded as art. Yet the mathematician is more comfortable in
the company of the scientists: unlike the artist who finds
mathematics a cold unfeeling pursuit, the scientist has a much
better idea appreciation mathematics is all about.
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